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black printing on the front was done,
including this rectangle printed over
the end of the flap. So far this is an
envelope printed for Panama; they
are fairly commOD.used-from Jl:Lt:rr8""

The Canal Zone received a sup
ply of these envelopes from Panama.
These envelopes went through the
press for the fifth time at the Panama
Canal Press, Mount Hope, C. Z. The
registration stamp was overprinted
CANAL/I0 cts./ZONE. In the same
operation the words REGISTERED /
No. _ were added on the left side
of the envelope. A total of 35,000 en
velopes were received from Panama
in two different sizes, approximately
sizes 6 and 8. The surcharging was
done in two different printings. In
the first printing, 9,000 of the small
and 1,000 of the large size envelopes
were surcharged. In the second print
ing, 16,000 of the small and 9,000 of
the large size envelopes were sur
charged.

The envelopes from the two dif
ferent printings can easily be dis
tinguished with the naked eye; it is
amazing that these differences have
not been reported before. From the
evidence, the small size envelope was
surcharged first in the first printing.
A series of accidents must have hap-

(Continued on page 26)
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Registration Envelopes
By Gilbert N. Plass

The registration envelope is represented by a single Scott number, UFl.
Yet specialists have always regarded it as a very interesting envelope with a
fascinating story. Now it can be reported for the first time that the overprint
actually exists in two different types, as worthy of catalogue listing as the
Types I to V of the adhesive stamps.

The original envelope was printed for Panama by the American Bank Note
Company. It is on a heavy, unwater
marked cream paper lined with thread
and does not have gum on the flap.
According to the UPSS Catalogue
four separate press runs were re
quired: one for ,the JlOQzontal black
printing on the front of the envelope;
.one for the vertical black printing on
the reverse side of the envelope, the
vertical printing on the front of the
envelope, and for the black part of
the stamp, the latter two being on a
flap that folds over to the front side;
one for the red R and red lines on the
front; and one for the red lines and
printing on the back plus the red R
on the stamp. There are extensive
printed directions in Spanish on both
the front and back of the envelope.

One of the more unusual features

of the envelope is a rectangular space
above the registration stamp with
Spanish wording saying that it is a
space for an ordinary postage stamp.
This space is across the curved flap
on the front of the envelope; when a
stamp is affixed here it also seals the
flap against tampering. The position
of this rectangle with respect to the
registration stamp is different on each
envelope. Furthermore the rectangle
is clearly printed across the end of the
flap. Thus the back of the envelope
must have been printed first; then
the flap was folded over and the
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Presidene s Message
George W. Brett

510 21st St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20006

vVhen you check over issues of our
paper you will note that a consider
able amount of the material is pre
sented without an author by-line 
meaning that your editor did it. As
more of our committee chairmen get
into the swing of things~ we hope this
imbalance will change rhore drastical
ly than it seems to have so far. The
chairmen are free to cover any and
evenLthi.ng within thf) sN1pe 'ivhether
it is old or new information. In fact

Qne of the best ways lof developingsomething new I is to present that
which is already known so that more
people will recognize that which is
new. (Editor's note: Proper references
should always be given as to the
sources of older material.) We have
tried to give some indication of this
for the committee that we chair. We

are setting up more committees as
we find the appropriate people. Hope
fully this should have the dual re
sult of making the work lighter for
each and making our coverage better.

Beyond even this however, the
whole membership is free to write
articles of any relevant subject; this
letting "George" or "Joe" do it can
only go so far. Our editor I am sure
will be grateful for any and all care
fully thought out and presented ar
ticles and he can also supply sugges
tions and assistance. A report on an
auction sale, a discussion on the va
lidity of a catalog listing or price,
what effect does the tropics have on
our material - these and many more

(Continued on page 30)
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Registration Envelopes -
(Continued froin ~page-25)

pened to the plate breaking letters in
CANAL. There are always more
broken letters on the large size enve
lopes than on the small size in this
printing. The surcharge on a small
size envelope from the first printing
is shown in Figure 1. It shows a bad
ly broken L which is one characteris-

Figure 1. UF1, Type I.

tic of the Type I surcharge. The
word REGISTERED on the left side

of the envelope as shown in Figure 2

Figure 2. REGISTERED, Type I.

was also printed at NIt. Hope and has
the following characteristics: the first
R is in the same style as the second R
(note particularly the long curving
lower right stroke); the S is curved in
the center. Also the line after No.
when extended goes through the
words 10 cts.

By the time that the large size en
velopes were surcharged in the first
printing more letters were damaged.
The A of CANAL is broken and now
appears smaller than the other A,
as shown in Figure 3; the C is also

Figure 3. UFI, Type I.

broken. Still later the N in CANAL

became broken in the surcharging of
the large size envelopes, as shown in
Figure 4. The spacing between CAN
AL and ZONE is 8.0 mm on all Type
I surcharges. The earliest cover
known to me is a small size cover
mailed on Nov. 26, 1918. The size 6
cover whose stamp is shown in Fig
ure '1 has an indistinct backstamp
which appears to be 1919; the stamp
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Figure 4. UF1, Type I.

shown in Figure 3 is on a size 8 cover
mailed in Corozal, C. Z. to Belgium
on Aug. 14, 1919.

Because of the extensive damage
to the word CANAL during the first
surcharging of 10,000 envelopes, the
Mt. Hope Press probably decided to
make up the surcharge for the second
printing from ent~rely n~'Y type. The
stamp for tliis "second printing is
shown in Figure 5. The spacing be-

Figure 5. UFI, Type II.
tween CANAL and ZONE is now 9.3
mm. The difference in spacing be
tween the two types is so great that it
can be seen with the naked eye.
There are no broken letters, but a
strange error occurred in setting up



Type II
9.3 mm

None

S and first R in

wrong font

Figure 10. 10c registration envelope.

registration fee and there is no post
age due marked on the cover. This
cover was sent by Mr. J. P. Coveleski
to himself, as it is addressed in his
handwriting. He is responsible for

(Continued on page 28)

Registration Envelopes
Type I
8.0 mm

L of CANAL broken;
C, N, first A
sometimes broken
Normal

Figure 9. 10c registration envelope.

REGISTERED

Space between CANAL and ZONE
Broken letters

the red lines on the front are in dull
red while the R on the stamp and the
red on the back are in bright carmine.

These envelopes were received on
Dec. 8, 1920. However, by this time
the Canal Zone authorities had de

cided that they did not wish to con
tinue using these envelopes as they

Figure 8. UF1, doyble print of black. had not cut down on the losses of
Another order for registration en- registered mail. Rather than destroy

velopes was placed on Nov. 18, 1919 these envelopes they were returned to
for 25,000 small and 10,000 large en- Panama, where black blocks were
velopes. In order to save the expense overprinted over the 10 on both sides
of overprinting at Mount Hope, the and over CANAL ZONE and DIEZ
Canal Zone Postal Service requested CENTESIMOS; at the same time a 5
that the American Bank Note Com- was added on both sides, since this

pany supply the envelopes with a corresponded to the registration rate
CANAL ZONE overprint. They made in Panama. This overprinted envelope
several changes in the stamp making with black blocks is an issue of Pana
the R much narrower so that they ma and not of the Canal Zone. The

--COlili:f'overpf'illf'i-cAN-AT;-an<l'LONE--GarraJ.- -ZGne-envelope--shown-'-iw¥i--g---
between the R and the figures of ure 9 is the only reported unused copy
value which were now changed to 10. and should be considered in the cata
The denomination was also changed gory of items prepared for use, but
at the bottom from CINCO to DIEZ, not issued.
the Spanish for five and ten respec- However, the strangest part comes
tively, This new stamp is shown in last. A genuine used example of this
Figure 9. The R in the left corner and envelope is known. It bears two copies

of the 1c Type III stamp and was
mailed on Feb. 12, 1923 from Balboa
and is backstamped at Ancon on the
same date. Part of this cover is shown
in Fig. 10. It was accepted to pay the

Figure 7. UF1, 0 cts

The second error consists of a double

printing of all of the horizontal black
printing on the front of the envelope
including the box for the ordinary
stamp and the wording inside this
box. The doubling does not include
the vertical black printing on the
front, the stamp, or th,e printing on
the back; this confirms I that this was
printed separately. Th\J cover, which
was in the George Slawson collection,
is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 6. REGISTERED, Type II.

on the lower right end and the S has
a long straight section in the middle;
also the I is irregular. Furthermore
an extension of the line after No. now
passes above 10 cts. The earliest cover
so far reported in Type II was mailed
at AnCODon July 2,1919.

Two errors have been reported for
this issue, both of which are in Type
I. On one error the surcharge on the
stamp reads 0 cts. and the C of CAN
AL is only partiailly printed, becauseI
of a fold in the flap before surcharg-
ing. This error isl showri in Figure 7.

the word REGIS'FERE:q. Two wrong
font letters were used as shown in
Figure 6. The first R now has a serif
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of 4, $525 ($106); lOb in block of 4,
$260 ($152); lOb on cover, $220
($150); lIb, block of 4 with inverted
M in PANAMA and 16 mm PANAMA,
$380 ($140); 12c, $58 ($50); 12, sheet
of 100 including antique CANAL and
ZONE and other varities, $230 ($99);
12c with PANAAM at right, $675; 13c
in pair with normal, $160 ($77); 13d,
sheet of 100 including CANAL and
ZONE in antique type, $375 ($616);
14b, $72 ($45); 14b, spaced A L in
block of 4, $490 ($180); 14c, block of
4 with 3 types of 8, $42 ($18); 14f,
block of 4 with 2 errors and 2 normal,
$975 ($229); 14, block of 4 with 3
types of 8, $19 ( $9); 14, irregular
block of 10 with PANAMA 5mm be

low bar, $60 ($28); 16, sheet of 100
$50 ($25) ; 16a, sheet of 100, $52
( $25); 16b, sheet of 100, $42 ($20);
17, sheet of 100, $62 ($45); 18, pair
with extra bar, $38 ($16); 18, sheet of
100, $600 ($810); 18, used, CANAL
ZONE printed on both sides, very
light on back, $475; 20d, $155 ($100);
20, sheet of 100 with antique CANAL
and ZONE also PAMANA, $410
( $300).

No. 22d, $180 ($140); 22c, strip of
5, imperforate horizontally except at
bottom margin of bottom stamp, $460
($220); 22a, block of 4, $130 ($100);
22e, block of 4, $190 ($120); 22f, block
of 4, $650 ($440); 23e, double over
print in horizontal pair with normal,
$470; 23a, block of 4, $280 ($200);
23b, block of 4, $380 ($400); 23d,
block of 4, $310 ($300); 24c, block
of 4, $230 ($260); 25a, $75 ($70); 25,
spaced C A, one example in each of
two blocks of 4, $,52;25, sheet of 100,
$155 ($225); 26a, small thins, $210
($90); 27a, $390 ($125); 27, sheet of
100, $185 ($250); 31, sheet of 100,
$55 ( $45); 32a, block of 4, $185
( $160); 33a, block of 4, $240 ($280);
34a, block of 4, $390 ($400); 35, sheet
of 100, $260 ($350); 36a, pair, one
perforation pulled, $68 ( $70) ; 40,
sheet of 100, $72 ($85).

Registeration Envelopes -
(Continued from page 27)

many of our unique Canal Zone cov
ers. Since the Canal Zone Govern
ment did not intend that these enve

lopes be used, this envelope was used
either by favor or because a postal
clerk did not notice that it was dif
ferent from the issued registration en
velopes.

Auctions
Relatively little Canal Zone mater

ial was offered at auction during the
summer months. Here is a report on
the material which was sold. In each

case we list first the Scott catalogue
number, followed by the price real
ized, and the catalogue price in par
entheses as listed in the auction cata
logue. All items are unused unless
mentioned otherwise. Serious defects
are specifically mentioned. The prices
have been rounded to the nearest
dollar.

On June 24th Harmer, Rooke sold
No. 39c, $40 ($40).

On July 8th H. R. Harmer sold No.
58-59 (latter with gum skip), $52 ($72);
C09-12, used, $120 ($92); J18a in
sheet of 100, $120 ($199); J20c, per
forations touch, $35 ($65).

A number of Canal Zone stamps
were offered by Vahan Mozian on
Aug. 22nd. A large number of varie
ties of No. 12 to 20 sold from slightly
above' to slightly below catalogue
price. Other items were No. 22, ONE,
$8 ($7); 42-45, 49-51, $15 ($16); 58, no
gum, $36 ($45); 60-66, $28 ($32); 62a,
block of 4, $29 ($30); 81, $25 ($32); 94,
$26 ($32); 120-135, $25 ($42); C15-20

$17 ($30); COlO, used, $30 ($28);
Call, used, $12 ($12); Jl-29, $75
($62); J4-9, $33 ($27); 135, perf P, $17.

On Oct. 1st H. R. Harmer sold the

first copies from the recent find of
(Continued on page 29)

CANAL ZONE NO. 03

Pane of 45 (9x5)

V. F., O. G. (used)
Third row of 5 has a over N

Reasonable at $750

Grover D. Luce
Box 1754

Balboa, C. Z.

Auction of Early Canal Zone Stamps
The third large auction sale of the year of Canal Zone stamps was held on

June 12th at Earl P. L. Apfelbaum Inc. The auction contained sheets of most
of the early Canal Zone stamps as well as a number of errors which have sel
dom (and in some cases never before) been on the market. The name of the
collector was not mentioned in the auction catalogue. The collection was ob
viously put together by someone who
lived in the Canal Zone during the
early days. The name H. M. Justi
occurs on a number of the covers and
he probably \vas the one who origi
nally obtained this material. Scarce
material continued to bring very high
prices and competition was keen for
most of the items.

Among outstanding items of the sale
was a half sheet of 50 of No.2.

This sheet included one example of a
double CANAL ZONE and numerous
minor varieties. Three stamps in the
margins are damaged. It sold for
$1950 ($1548). An almost complete
sheet of this number existed several
years ago, but it is believed that this
has been broken up. Thus this piece
is probably the largest remaining mul
tiple of the first issue. A remarkable
lot of No. 4-8 in complete $heets of
100 sold for $4000 ($5775). A sheet
of 100 of No. 19 with a number of

light, but clear, double strikes of 8 cts
sold for $1500. Previously only two
used examples had been recorded of
this error. A sheet of 100 of No. 14c

with the very rare antique CANAL
and ZONE (only 10 copies known)
sold for $1150 ($641). Prices for No.
15 continued to make news. A pair of
No. 15 with one example of the spaced
A L variety sold for the record price
of $2600 ($775). A block of four of
No. 15 with a straight edge at bot
tom and with three examples of the
P NAMA variety sold for $2600
($2000). Another ,block of four of No.
15 with two stamps having PANAMA
15 mm long sold for $2550 ($2000).

Some other prices selected by your
Editor for interest are as follows: No.
1a with both PANAMA 15 mm long,
straight edge, short perforation, no
gum, $370 ($110); 1, strip of 3 on
cover, $400 ($265); 2 on cover, $160
( $65) ; 9, sheet of 100 including
spaced A L and dropped ON in
ZONE, $140 ($90); 9d on cover, $800
( $400); 10, spaced A L in block of 4,
$36 ($19); lOa, spaced A L in block
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1
10.00

100.00
40.00

175.00
7.50

175.00
200.00

100.00
75.00
75.00
32.50
10.00
15.00
37.50

7.50

25.00

150.00

CANAL ZONE

ERRORS

Edgewood Stamp Company

Boynton Beach Florida 33435

We stock many others. Want lists ap
preciated.

#12 PAMANA in block
22a imper£. vertically
22e double overprint
22£ double, one inverted

"ONE" in block

23a imper£' vertically
23b pair, one no overprint
24c .double overprint

same used
33a double overprint
36b 10c omitted

used block

39d inverted overprint
52a inverted overprint
53a inverted overprint
91e ZONE CANAL

116a ZONE CANAL

CANAL. Since the overprint is at a

slight angle, one wonders if there
could have been a ZONE CANAL
error on another part of this sheet,
but this has never been reported.

1970 Scott Catalogue
The price of almost every Canal

Zone stamp has been increased in the
1970 catalogue. We can not do better
than to quote from Scott's own write
up: "It is the U. S. Possessions sec
tion ... , where there are 1,258 price
changes, that some of the most strik
ing trends in the contemporary phila
telic market may be noted ... It's in
the Canal Zone listings that the most
spectacular price advances ... are
noted. Two important Canal Zone
collections dispersed in auction sales
during the past season established so
many new price records it isn't sur
prising that there are just less than
500 new Canal Zone prices."

First let us consider the catalogue
value of a Canal Zone collection
which contains one unused copy of
each major variety in the catalogue
including airpost, postage due, and

(Continued on page 32)

No. 93 with split overprint.Figure 12.

II

IAuctions -
, (Continued from page 28)

10 unused copies of No. 9d. From 7 to
8 used copies are also known of this
variety. The single copy brought $800
and the block of four sold for $3200.

The plate block of 10 of the Thatch
er Ferry Bridge error with the silver
omitted, No. 157a, has been sold to a
private collector for a price reported
to be $25,000. This is unquestionably
the highest price ever paid for a sin- Figure 11. No. 92c
gle Canal Zone item. actually placed in the wrong position

George C, Slawson in the overprinting forms. This is the
George Slawson died on July 13 only ZONE CANAL error which oc

1969 at the age of 64. He had lived curred in this manner; all other ZONE
in Craftsbury Common, Vermont. We CANAL errors are due to a shifting
were saddened to receive this an- of the overprint up or down so that
noun cement as he was an active mem- part of the overprint falls on an ad-
bel' of the CZSG and had contributed jacent stamp.
much to our knowledge of Canal The make up of the overprinting
Zone postal stationery. As a measure forms that created this error is seen
of his activity, our last issue, which in Figure 11. The perforations in the
'Yas printed before we received the ~argin of this block are at an angle
news of his death, contains three ref- m the corner due to a paper fold be
erences to dilHerent items which he fore perforation. The initials O. H. H.
had submitted. He was the Editor of appear in the margin. It was the cus
the UPSS Catalogue of Postal Station- tom at this time for those working on
ery United States Possessions, which the plates at the Bureau of Engraving

~. still an essential work for anyone and Printing to stamp their initials in
Tritef'ested'"inthese issue5:He'--was-- l'Re-mar-gin-.-T-he-eveF:f1rintiIlgform--:fQl'~
working on a revised edition of this this first printing covered all 400
catalogue at the time of his death. At stamps in the complete sheet as print
the CZSG meeting in Atlantic City in e.d before division into the post of
the Spring of 1969, he had spoken at flee panes of 100 stamps. Only 125
some length of his discovery of new sheets of 400 were overprinted for
dies for the recent envelopes of the ~he first printing. Since this error ex
Canal Zone. We.trust that this infor- IStSon only part of this printing, it is
mation will eventually be made avail- evident why it is very rare. It is be
able to all. He also did notable re- lieved than not more than five copies
search in many other fields including are known of this error.
U. S. Postal Cards and the postal his- Varieties
tory of Vermont. A little known split overprint is

R 't' shown in Figure 12 It occurs on Noanws .'
One of the most interesting and 93. The perforations on most of the

scarcest errors of the United States stamps go through the center of
overprinted issues occurs on the 20¢
value with the sharp A. The first
printing of this overprint was very
poorly done with worn type, as has
been discussed in the last issue of
Canal Zone Philatelist. In replacing
bad· slugs during this printing three
major errors ·were created. One of
these is the ZONE CANAL error
which occurred on stamp No. 91 of
the lower left pane. It is catalogued
as No. 92c and is shown in Figure 11.
The CANAL and ZONE slugs were
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Committee on Overprinted
U. S. Issues

George W. Brett
510 21st St., N.W.,

Washington, D:C. 20006

Plates of the First Overprinted U. S.
Issue, 1904, continued

In our prior installment on this sub
ject we made one mistake and pur
posely left a few things up in the air.
The only reaction we have was a
thank-you note from our editor. With
this evidence of appreciation - it is
the first thank-you note that we have
had in a long time - we shall clarify
things and finish our presentation.

The mistake that I made was in

calling the plate printers over at the
Bureau, "pressmen". I, of all people,
should know better. Pressmen are the.
lads who operate lithographic presses
and letterpresses, while plate printers
are the intaglio press operators. This
is a craft distinction that is quite im
pOltant to the unions and their em
ployees. The Bureau of Engraving and
Printing has many crafts represented
in their organization - and over 20
unions - and their jurisdictions are
as distinct as the difference between
one country and another.

Last time we described the format
and use of the printing and overprint
ing plates, but to bring readily into
the picture as to the quantities of
stamps involved we now present those
figures:

Printed
and shipped

DestroyedIssued

1¢

1,000,000956,26243,738
2¢

5,000,0004,931,58668,414
5¢

2,000,0001,979,14220,858
8¢

1,000,000992,0687,932
10¢

1,000,000992,1447,856

This Space
Intentionally

Blank

the good intentions of those who are
sparking the effort. I and the rest of
your officers will be glad to have your
individual opinions on the subject to
help guide our decision.

We have no new committee an
nouncements for this time but several
are under consideration.

Possibly all of you have noticed
that important supplies of Canal Zone
material have been coming on the
market and there will be no slacken
ing into the fall season. We expect a
very active year ahead and look for
ward to seeing more of you helping

__ make it so.---------------~-
President's Message -

(Continued f1'Om page 25)

are samples of suitable subjects. I re
peat again the truism - the more par
ticipation we have the more enjoy
ment we'll all get and the more we'll
all learn. I am constantly learning;
the concept of final or· definitive
works is a delusion.

As I write this the membership as
a whole will soon be exercising their
most important prerogative for this
first time - voting on the officers to
run their organization for the next
two years. Developing competition
for these jobs in small organizations
such as ours is usually a problem.
Generally one slate is the rule instead
and we are happy to have them. Your
Nominating Committee has worked
carefully on the matter and have done
their best. The results of their work
will be on the ballot that you re
ceive in November. If something is
not to your liking as to how things
have been done this time, we hope
you will make this known and take a
more active part next time. Weare
always glad to have volunteers.

One new subject has been pre
sented to your offices for considera
tion: whether our Group should take
out membership in the newly formed
American Academy for Philately,
founded this year. The cost to our or
ganization, based on its present mem
bership, would be $35 a year. A full
consideration of the pros and cons is
not possible as yet as the Academy
is so new and has only started to
voice its plans to represent and de
velop philately in this country. So we
only have the concepts to go by and

New Members

This Space
Intentionally

Blank

This Space
Intentionally

Blank

This Space
Intentionally

Blank

Secretari s Report
Alfred R. Bew

29 S. South Caroline Ave.
Atlantic City, N. J. 08401

As of this date the number of active
members in our society is 294. Cor
respondence continues to come in
with praise for the Canal Zone Phila
telist and to our Editor for a job well
done. Why not drop your Editor a
note once in a while and tell him how

well you like our journal?
It is sad to note the passing of

George C. Slawson, our Postal Sta
tionery authority. We shall miss him.

I am looking forward to continued
growth in our membership. You can
help by telling your friends about our
society.
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CANAL ZONE VARIETY

Listed in 1959 American Philatelic Cong,ress book No. 25

No. 23 with DARK PURPLE overprint

George W. Stilwell
377 Rolling Rock Rd.
Mountainside, N. J. 07092.
Tel. (201) 232-8403

Reference:
Brett, George W., 1932, Canal Zone on D.. S.
Plate Number Check List: Bureau Issues Associa
tion, 8 p. (mimeographed).

sheet of 100 stamps for any of these
denominations, but no total order for
less than 200 stamps.) Further, if
more than the presently known one
set of four plates ever shows, up for
the 5¢, 8¢, or 10¢ denominations we
are betting on the 5¢, for that had
the greater usage and was the for
eign first class rate at the time.

Now who can send us some new in
formation on the plates for this issue?

Committee on Postal Stationery
J. W. Brumbaugh

P. O. Box 341

Hopkins, Minnesota 55343
Do you have copies of the 1959 "Of

ficial Use" envelopes? They are an
interesting bit of frugality. In April
1959 the administration found they
had many 1¢ and 2¢ envelopes plus a
2¢ postal card which were not being
used because of the obsolete values.
Therefore they were overprinted for
official use by adding the phrase "Pen
alty for Private use/to avoid payment

- I

Unlisted (as of now) by Scott

Ed Conger's used copy sold in Feb. for $80

Limited number of copies

V.F. mint copies with an A.P.S. Certificate $60 each

A few V.F. mint blocks with an A.P.S. Certificate $250 each

All copies with tropical gum

All certificates signed by Col. James T. DeVoss

Correspondence invited for inscription block

writing about these plates. How was
packaging done back then? Today,
and at least from 1914, 100 sheets are
stapled together and then wrapped
with cardboards top and bottom (too
there may at times have been inter
leaving for the tropics). However, my
records do not mention staple holes in
the side margins for this 1904 issue.
When did the Bureau start stapling
sheets together in packaging? Some
how, without checking, we have as
sumed they always did. Here, surely,
the members can help us out on this
little point. Assuming that the Bureau
did package by 1O,000's (100 sheets),
this is where we make a further postu
late about the reasons for the number

of different plates that have been
found for these 1904 stamps. For the
1¢ and 2¢ denominations we suggest
that each post office on the Zone was
initially supplied with complete pack
ages of 10,000 stamps but for higher
denominations the packages were
broken at the supply center and only
a certain number of sheets sent to
each. (The U.S.P.O.D. instructions of
the time allowed orders of only 1

The small quantity actually sold
considering the number printed is the
very real reason why we will never
know everything about the plates
used for this issue. This is why most
anyone of you may be able to add to
our small supply of information. Ac
cordingly we now present the list of
plates that have been recorded for
this issue (Brett, 1932), all from lower
left panes as we mentioned last time:

1¢ 2061, 2062, 2063, 2064;
2088;
2092;
2141, 2142, 2143, 2144.

2¢ 2076, 2192;
2133, 2135, 2136;
2169, 2171, 2172;
2201, 2202, 2204;
2205, 2206, 2208;
2209, 2210, 2212;
2214. 2217.

5¢ 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888.
8¢ 1497, 1498, 1499, 1500.

10¢ 1590, 1591, 1592, 1593.

Our listing has been presented ac
cording to possible groups of four, so
that missing numbers are pinpointed.
It is very curious as to why we do not
seem to have one complete set of four
plates for the 2¢ denomination, but
instead seven incomplete sets. Per
haps someone has some ideas in that
apd_ oULg!:Q.l!pings coul4.. be_wrong,
but the why of using fours is readily
explained.

Stamp printing production back at
that time in the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing in Washington was en
tirely handled by flatbed presses.
These were power presses and carried
four plates when fully loaded and
thus our grouping for the above list
of plates. More than this we have the
feeling - but no apparent way of
substaining it that we know of 
that probably stock was used for over
printing from fresh, concurrent, U. S.
printings. This is a reasonable assump
tion for the 1¢ and 2¢ denominations,
because they were being printed all
the time and that is part of the reason
we have so many plates reported. But
this thinking may not be right for the
three higher denominations. Obvious
ly, we think, the stock used was
printed, gummed, perforated, and
separated into sheets of 100 before
overprinting. Except then for one last
step, packaging, it was no different
from completely finished stock.

Here we come to a curious hiatus
in our own records brought out by
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TEL. (212) 662-2777

WE ALSO PURCHASE OUTRIGHT

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10025

($90); 87a, $1200 ($800); 87b, $300
($150); gOa, $1100 ($800); 92a, $1350
($1200); 94, $42.50 ($32.50); 95, $21.50
($16.50); C2, $22.50 ($15); C08-12
(used), $135 ($114); J7, $11.50 ($7);
}17c, $300 ($200); }20a, $225 ($150).

In spite of these large increases, it
is obvious that many of these prices
are behind the market. Scott has a
conservative policy regarding increas
ing prices which is probably better
for the hobby in the long run. This
virtually assures that many of these
prices will be increased further in
coming years. One price in the new
catalogue which seems completely
out of line is $40.00 for 08. This price
has not been increased for two years
now, in spite of the fact that it sold
for $100 as a single and $425 as a
block of four in the Conger sale. Only
1,000 .copies were printed of this
scarce stamp.

536 WEST 1 11TH STREET

.. Sell your stamps through the public auction which caters to

"Specialists" and accords them "Special" listings.

Each Schiff Auction features:

SINGLES, BLOCKS, PLATE BLOCKS, PLATE SINGLES & STRIPS,

COILS & BOOKLETS, COVERS & FIRST DAY COVERS, VARIETIES,

FREAKS & ERRORS AND COLLECTIONS.

3Jarqurs Qt. ~r4ifff 3Jr.f ~ur.£
~$ptdull-g ~ or ~pt:cUtli$f$@

When you have "Specialized" material to offer .

Our commission is only 20%of the price realized

used is priced) had a catalogue value
of $31,270.65 in the 1969 catalogue
and $40,248.15 in the 1970 catalogue.
This is an increase of 29%.

Some particular increases noted by
your Editor are as follows with the
1970 price given first and the 1969
price in parenthesis: No.1, $75 ($60);
3c, $800 ($500); 9c, $550 ($350); 9d
$700 ($400); lOb, $200 ($150); 12c, $80
($50); 13c, $125 ($75); 14a ($125) ($85);
14d, $175 ($100); 14f, $175 ($110); 15,
$450 ($325); 22g, $300 ($200); 24d,
$225 ($185); 26a, $150 ($90); 30a, $500
($200); 30b, $500 ($200); 31b, $150
($90); 32b, $125 ($70); 40a, $2250
($2000); 46, $40 ($27.50); 47, $90
($47.50); 48, $75 ($45); 52c, $400
($200); 54, $10 ($5); 56c, $100 ($65);
57, $10 ($3); 60a, $225 ($150); 60b,
$80 ($45); 66, $25 ($18.50); 67, $100
($60); 67b, $275 ($185); 76a, $1100
($800); 84c, $175 ($135); 86d, $150

Overprint on Type DescriptionQuantitySizeWmk.
Scott

UPSS
UlO

16C 1¢ Gorgas31,250838
Ull

22 2¢ Goethals77,250842
Ull

23 2¢ Goethals66,0001342
UXll

S18 2¢ US UX3819,000
overprinted

""Canal Zoneof postage $300" over the postage im
print plus a return address notation
"C,anal Zone Government/ Canal Zone
Company / Balboa Heights, C.Z." in
the upper left hand corner.

Mr. Tatleman indicates in the
book Canal Zone Postage Stamps,

page 365, and issued by the Canal
Zone Postal Service that they were
"strictly an economy measure" to use
up "existing and obsolete issues". The
types and quantities appear to have
been as shown in the table.

Mr. H. Cassibry says that the post
cards were only used for three phila
telic mailings and were not avail
able to other channels.

Anyone aware of items not shown
above, is requested to contact the
committee as we-wish to -include them
in a revision of UPSS listings which
is in preparation.

The above may cause one to won
der about the reason for the recent
issues (Scott U16, U17, UC8, UXI2,
and UXI5) which have been over
printed numerous times since 1963.
According to the Director of Posts it
did not seem economically feasible to
redesign the stationery until the en
velope situation in the Canal Zone
was stabilized, as the minimum quan
tity in an envelope order is 250,000.
Thus the basic envelope or card could
be overprinted in quantities of twenty
to thirty thousand as rates and use
dictated. Overprinting is done by the
Panama Canal Press which has been
located since 1964 at La Boca (pre
viously at Mount Hope).

1970 Scott Catalogue -
(Continued from page 29)

official (a used copy is assumed for
those official stamps which are only
priced in used condition) stamps. The
catalogue price of this collection has
increased through the years as fol
lows (the year marked on the cata
logue is in parenthesis): $675.64
(1962); $1391.63 (1968); $1569.17
(1969); $2059.17 (1970). This is a 31%
increase over just the last year!

The minor varieties have risen just
as much in price. A collection of each
variety which is given a catalogue
number followed by a letter (usually
called minor varieties) and given a
price in the Standard Catalogue (un
used price taken, except when only
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